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Over half of the 500,000 records collected on dogs in the last 20 years in our laboratory 
have been converted from sequential storage on magnetic tape to direct-access disk storage on 
a PDP 11/70 minicomputer. An interactive storage and retrieval system, based on a commercially 
available query language, has been developed to make these records more accessible. Data 
entry and retrieval are now performed by scientists and technicians rather than by keypunch 
operators and computer specialists. Further conversion awaits scheduled computer enhancement. 

In the last 20 years several approaches 
have been used to store, retrieve, and 
analyze information about the status of the 
dogs in our laboratory. Initially, indi
vidual folders were kept in file cabinets. 
Update was slow and the possibility existed 
that records could be lost or inadvertently 
destroyed, but retrieval of a medical history 
on a single dog was efficient. However, this 
manual retrieval and summary was inefficient 
for data from groups of dogs. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the 
manual records were converted to a punched
card input, batch-updated, magnetic-tape
based computer system. The computer programs 
were developed around the concept of cluster
ing all information about a dog in one loca
tion. Again, update was slow, but retrievals 
for information on individual dogs were effi
cient. Through the use of archived tape 
copies, physical integrity of the records 
was greatly improved over the former system. 
The legibility of the printed information 
was much greater than that of handwritten 
comments. However, it was still difficult 
to compare information on groups of dogs, 
unless computer programs were written for 
each specific analysis. A further disadvan
tage was that some types of information, 
the extent of which was not predetermined 
(such as pathologist's observations and 
radioanalysis results), did not lend them
selves to this approach, and had to be 
stored separately in somewhat incompatible 
computer systems. 
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In 1977, a PDP 11/70 minicomputer was 
obtained for biometrics applications, and 
in 1978 DATATRIEVE,* an interactive query 
language, was purchased. The beagle colony 
biomedical records were converted to this 
interactive system, which is based on clus
tering the data in disk files by record type, 
rather than grouping all information for a 
dog. The information is stored in multi-
key index-sequential files. Through DATA
TRIEVE, in seconds, each record is equally 
accessible from any computer terminal in 
the laboratory. The DATATRIEVE operations 
are enhanced by a series of COBOL programs 
written for interactive input and routine 
report generation. Scientists and tech
nicians now perform on-line update, error 
correction and retrieval in a matter of 
minutes, as opposed to the former time
consuming cycle of form collection, key
punching, batch-updating, proofreading, and 
error correction. 

As shown in Table 6, about 50% of the dog 
colony information is archived to tape 
pending scheduled enhancement of the com
puter. 

* The PDP ll170 and DATATRIEVE are products 
of Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA. 
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TABLE 6. Beagle Colony Biomedical Records Accessible Via DATATRIEVE 

Type of 
Information 

Vital Statistics 

Weights 

General 
Observations 

Hematology A 
Hematology B 

Chemistry ~ 
Chemistry B 

Respiration A 
Respiration B 

Radioanalysis "-
Radioanalysis B 
Radioanalysis C 
Pathology A 

Pathology B 

Whole Body Counts 

Description 

One record per dog containing dates of birth, death, and 
experimental assignment, current weight, location, and 
diet, etc. 

for each live dog: one or more records per month. 
Records for dead dogs are temporarily ARCHIVED to tape 
and are not readily accessible. 

Narrative descriptions of colony events, clinical conditions, 
physical examinations, diagnostic radiography, breeding, 
whelping, etc. recorded after 1/1/78. Earlier records 
temporarily ARCHIVED. 

Numerical values for each blood sample analyzed. 
Narrative observations about many of the blood samples. 

Numerical values for each serum analysis. 
Narrative observations about many of the serum samples. 

Numerical values for each test conducted - ARCHIVED. 
Narrative observations about many of the tests - ARCHIVED. 

Quantitative descriptions of each excreta or tissue sample. 
Results of each radiochemical determination. 
Remarks about many of the samples. 

SNOP-coded observations on tissues examined since ,6/1/78, 
conversion of other records awaits SNOP codi ng by pathologist. 
Narrative observations about some of the tissues. 

These records have never been stored in the computer, 
this manual system will be converted in FY 80. 

Total number of records available interactively. 

~) Incomplete files pending computer enhancement 
( ) Additional conversion necessary 
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